Latent periodicity of protein families, identified with the indel-aware algorithm.
Latent amino acid repeats seem to be widespread in genetic sequences and to reflect their structure, function, and evolution. We have recently identified latent periodicity in more than 150 protein families including protein kinases and various nucleotide-binding proteins. The latent repeats in these families were correlated to their structure and evolution. However, a majority of known protein families were not identified with our latent periodicity search algorithm. The main presumable reason for this was the inability of our techniques to identify periodicities interspersed with insertions and deletions. We designed the new latent periodicity search algorithm, which is capable of taking into account insertions and deletions. As a result, we identified many novel cases of latent periodicity peculiar to protein families. Possible origins of the periodic structure of these families are discussed. Summarizing, we presume that latent periodicity is present in a substantial portion of known protein families. The latent periodicity matrices and the results of Swiss-Prot scans are available from http://bioinf.narod.ru/del/.